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So, where does your country live, then? 

Aye, you read that right. Not you. It. The country. That buzzing, resonant, welcoming 

place surrounding your wee patch of privacy, stretching out far and wide beyond each 

horizon until a slab of steel-reinforced concrete or, more agreeably, the peaceful roll of 

ocean waves, says: Stop! 

Only, it doesn't really stop there. More often than not your country wants to extend 

much further still, travel with you wherever you go, to the ends of the earth even. And it 

can. Because it lives where all of the best ideas live: in your head. Sometimes quietly 

contented, tucked away from the bustle of daily worries, feet up, enjoying a sunset dram, 

my-work-is-done-here style. Sometimes angry, red-faced and imploring, 'Remember who 

you are!' But always reconciled with its willing envoy, if reluctantly so at times, and humble 

in the knowledge that without belief – without you –  it would simply cease to exist. 

Or would it? Fair to say that in a country relieved of its flagpoles, passports and anthems, 

mountains still rise, waterfalls keep tumbling, rocks and stones the eternal arbiters of time's 

trickle suffused with the sprawl and skitter of all things living. A country thus distilled simply 

becomes what it once was: land. Pleasant, fertile, nourishing, and unadulterated by big 

ideas. Raked and churned by weather, alive from each root tip up and swaying treetop 

down, tangible, self-renewing, as real as it gets. But enough to believe in? 

 

I would. A semi-nomadic Scot by choice, I've spent more than a decade living abroad before 

returning here two years ago. Ample time, then, to ponder. And while absence might make 

hearts grow fonder it also helps when considering weighty matters, like country, and belief. 

Fellow wanderers beyond these shores will know this emerging sense of perspective when 

observing a familiar country from outside the bubble, as if through a telescope that lets us 
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marvel at the endless sparkle of cultural iridescence while undisturbed by the noise of the 

daily grind inside. Complex structures, inextricably knotted into one pulsating whole before, 

now begin to unmesh and slide apart like a 3D puzzle unlocked, until each piece can be 

examined without fear of breakage. 

To me, the outcome was as revealing as it was surprising, even controversial. But let's 

face it: with clarity in dismally short supply of late, I was happy enough to take on board all 

credible advice. Even if it suggests that, frame by frame, much of the country in my head 

does not actually belong to me. 

How come? Easy: because I didn't put it there. Someone else did. Friends, colleagues, 

historians, politicians, the movers and shakers and the biscuit-tin makers... Everyone's 

allowed to carry their personal vision of homeland bliss and to share it with the rest of us, 

occasion permitting. Of course, some do so quite regularly and strategically, as recent years 

have shown. Others are more subtle, poetic even, in ways that might perfectly supplement 

our own views. But whatever its origin and motive, each "mission statement" – unsolicited 

or otherwise – joins the umbrella-like cloud of momentous conjecture that invisibly hovers 

above our land, silently twisting to the winds of time, largely impervious to scrutiny yet 

omnipresent, and all-pervasive. 

A code of practice. A fount of knowledge. A source of pride. A safety net... Whatever we 

decide to draw from this cloud, from the chimera of citizenship, it will always be borrowed 

energy, dispensed to all entitled, like water from a communal well. In return we offer our 

services, taxes, cultural contributions even to enrich the lives of fellow residents. So far so 

agreeable. But what about belief? 

More than ever in these internet-enhanced times, belief has become a two-way street. 

Gone are the days when imposing monuments, flashy parades and trickle-down news of the 

ostentatious kind were a country's only conduits to the hearts of its people. Powerful 

though they seemed, their unidirectional nature and larger-than-life ethos could be ignored 

by some as too abstract and inconsequential. But now that countries have established 

duplex lines of communication with their residents, each voice can ostensibly be heard. 

Social media psychographic data and a slew of networked gadgets that monitor everything 

from our shopping habits to health status add depth and real-time dynamics to ordinary 

polling results, paint a four-dimensional picture which supports detailed conclusions. And 

pinpoint remedies. 
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 Remedies? Well, once promoted to the new globalised league, countries could no longer 

afford to carry much social slack. Nowadays international rivalries are acted out on the 

world markets, not some boggy battlefield. Competing blue-chip companies often rely on 

their own country's political influence and reputation to help close a foreign business deal, 

to gain far-reaching access rights or debt control. Keen to capitalise further on their 

lucrative trading synergies, it seems to me that many countries themselves are increasingly 

turning into meta-corporations to advance their global interests, peacefully (unlike the 

empires of old) but highly speculatively, from their coveted seat at the world table. And 

that's where we come in. Because few attributes better serve a country's perceived prestige 

than the unity of its people. 

Unity has many faces. Some, like shared language and culture, are self-evident to most of 

us on a day-to-day basis even after ample allowances made for regional variations. Others 

we may find intrusive, enough to rebuff their probing gaze or maybe meet it with our veil of 

purported indifference. Yet this is exactly where a country's prospectors go mining for 

treasure. Where our unconditional belief lies waiting in the rough, asleep beneath liberty's 

blanket but ready, perhaps, to see raw aspiration reshaped as smooth, shiny, indestructible 

facets; tiny bursts of brilliance which together in their millions can spark the supernova that 

turns country into nation.  

Nothing in today's world comes bigger than nations. In my book they are countries on 

steroids, expertly formed and conditioned to punch well above their weight. Now that 

empires are a thing of the past, it is sovereign nations that hope to set benchmarks, 

boundaries and best practices that other aspiring countries frequently try to emulate, 

grudgingly or otherwise.  

With their hi-viz panache, focus on economic growth, proactive defence policies and a 

presentably congenial populace all mandatory to maintain top-dog status, nations tend not 

to get much sleep at the watering hole. And it's fair to say that the price for this level of 

dominance is largely exacted from their citizens. What price? In financial terms, this can be 

anything from higher indirect taxation and radically outsourced public services to longer 

working hours and the relentless pressure to consume. But in the long run it could be the 

human price tag that proves more contentious. Unity demands conformance, which in turn 

may infringe people's identity, self-determination and – yes – liberty. May infringe, I say, 
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because for some, aligning their personal values with national virtues comes as easy as 

ticking a box on a ballot paper. And that's fine, too. As long as we all get to choose. 

 

So, where does my country live, then? Now that I've thought about it, I'd say its spirit lives 

behind that waterfall, just beyond this hill, in a plain, earthen jar labelled "Free Choice". And 

I drink from it every day. Why? Because without choice there can be no value. By definition. 

Value gives life meaning. It inspired my return here and, by inference, the writing of this 

curious essay. Fortunately Scots are curious folk in general, so I feel right at home again, 

despite all the recent upheavals and those yet to come. Turbulent times carry the fringe 

benefit of being remembered. And memories, above all, should be instructive. 

It's been said that the most important thing is the thing most easily forgotten. And we've 

all of us tripped over that truism, perhaps more than once, in a stolen moment of serene 

lucidity, or whilst dangling helplessly from the jaws of grief. Whatever the reason, it's when 

the tape of received normality stops playing that we often begin to feel most at home in our 

bodies. Painfully so at times, maybe, even estranged after a long absence. But soon 

welcomed back nonetheless, and richer for the reminder of how to take back control of that 

quiet world we actually know best. 

Embracing my countrymen-and-women – one at a time – is a ceaseless privilege. But I'd 

rather not be bear-hugged by my country. It's so much bigger than me that I simply fear I'd 

get smothered senseless. Breathless. Choiceless. But speaking of size, it seems to me that 

it's smaller countries that hold the advantage here: with less weight to throw about, they 

can take an elegant step back to let their beauty speak for itself. Beauty that needs no 

interpreter, no media launch, no political spin or commercial sponsors. It's the very absence 

of interference that made it beautiful in the first place. 

I don't need my country to act "great" to feel great. I don't know about you, but the more 

I'm told what to feel the less I actually believe it. That daily dose of second-hand pride 

served up obliquely with a crowd-sourced smile may fizz invitingly, but – sorry, wrong order. 

I prefer not mixing my drinks. And luckily, up here I may not have to. Because perfectly-

formed countries have the chance to be straight with their people. Direct. Unpretentious. 

Economical. And transparent enough to not get in the way of true belief. Impossible? What 

did the man sing: 'It's easy if you try.' 
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